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Applying for credit, a mortgage or a new role requires 
income and employment information. Finding this 
information can be stressful and time consuming – and 
often you need access to credit or services fast!

This is why Experian has created Work Report™, the 
quick, simple and secure way for you to share your 
verified employment and income information, in seconds 
with the organisations you choose.

It’s an innovation that can drastically speed up the process 
of, for example, buying a house.

Don’t worry we will never share your data with anyone you 
don’t tell us too, your data is always safe, protected using 
bank-grade encryption.

Take the hassle out of online applications, say goodbye 
to paper or PDF payslips and access the services or 
solutions you want, quicker.

Work Report™ makes 
applications simpler and 
quicker so you can spend 
your time doing the things 

you enjoy.

Quick 
No more searching for 

information or documents 
to upload, complete 

applications digitally at 
any time day or night, and 
access credit or services 

quickly.

Convenient
Information is passed via 
secure APIs rather than 

email. Data is shared under 
the terms of the General 

Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR) and Experian is 

authorised and regulated 
by the Financial Conduct 

Authority (FCA)

Safe

For further information visit  
www.experian.co.uk/business/work-report/employees
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Work Report is supportive of the UK GDPR, which gives employees the “right to access” and the “right to port” their data. No data is accessed without the 
employee’s explicit consent. Data remains on their or their payroll providers servers. The minimum required information is pulled from payroll to fulfil 

employment and/ or income verification request. Data varies by use case. GDPR Principle at the core of the service.

Prove your employment in  
seconds with Work Report™

Share your employment and income details digitally  
to access the right solutions for you.


